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November 16, 1907

ComparaUve Performances of Steam and Electric
LocomoUves.
A Valaable Paper PreseD'ed '0 the 2I2d MeeUDg 01 the AmerieaD ....tI...e 01 Eleebteal EDglaeen. aDd a
Valaable DlseassloD CoDeenllDg Praetleal Resul" AUalDed by the EleetrUleatioa 01 the New York
Cealr" a BadsoD River Railroad aDd the New York. New Bavea a BardON Railroad Sys.e.....
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output. Hence higher speeds can only becomes possible to give them a higher
Institute of Electrical Engineers be reached with a lesser cut off and a con- tonnage rating for the same weight upon
was held in t;he auditorium of the sequent reduction in mean effective press- the drivers than would be possible with
steam locomotives operating over the same
Engineering Societies Building, New ure and tractive effort.
On the other hand, the tractive effort track profile.
York city, on Friday evening, November 8. The secretary, Ralph W. Pope, an- of the electric locomotive is limited only by
There is a marked di1ference in the
speed characteristics of the steam and
nounced that at a meeting of the board
electric locomotive, and indeed there is
of directors, held during the afternoon,
also a marked difference in the speed
associates were transferred to the grade of
members as follows: Clifford Wayne
characteristics of different types of elecHumphrey, Chicago; Robert Carr Lantric locomotives. Although this paper
is not intended to enter into any discusphier, Springfield, Ill. ; Albert Gustav
sion of the relative merits of different
Wessling, Cincinnati; Williaffi Nelson
types of electric locomotives, there is 80
Smith, New York; Charles Ezra ~cribner,
Chicago, and Kempster B. Miller, Chistriking a difference in the several speed
cago.
characteristics, each of which pOsses&
President Stott announced that Prospecial advantages for certain operating
.~-+-+--+--+-p-+--+-+-+--+"-'
....+_..~--+-"-+-:"';a,e""""~.-+--t
fessor Morgan Brooks, of the University
r-... . _ ...
conditions, that Fig. 2 has been prepared
....
contrasting the characteristics of the
of Illinois, and a party of thirty-five students were present, and. welcomed them
steam locomotive and the direct-current
It
II
•
I.
II
I. I
"liD M.UI 'I. NOVa
to the meeting.
gearless, alternating-current single-phase
He then called for the paper of the
geared, and alternating-current threeFIG. 1.-TYPICAL STEAM LOCOMOTIVE
CHARACTERISTIC (SIMPLB.)
phase geared electric locomotives. As all
evening, by Albert H. Armstrong, engineer, railway department, General Electypes of motive power share in common
tric Company, entitled "Comparative Per- the adhesion between driving wheels and the fact of a certain critical speed beyond
formances of Steam and Electric Loco- rail, and aside from some fifteen per cent which full tractive effort can not be mainmotives." lIr. Armstrong presented his greater adhesion possible with the uni- tained, the curves in Fig. 2 have been preform tractive effort provided by the elec- pared on the basis of showing the relation
paper, an abstract of which follows:
The general shape of the steam locomo- tric locomotive, it is possible with this between percentage of maximum tractive
tive characteristic is given in Fig. 1, type of motive power to take momentary effort available at speeds higher than the
which shows the relation between the advantage of abnormally good rail condi- critical speed, ordinates being tractive efspeed and tractive effort of a simple con- tions or to derive full benefit from the use fort and abscissas percentage of critical
solidation locomotive designed for heavy of sand; indeed, tests have been taken speed to running speed.
freigh t service. Owing' to clearances it is
A more familiar presentation is given
seldom that a locomotive can work at
in Fig. 3, showing a concrete case of a
-\' ~
more than ninety per cent of the theotwenty-two by thirty steam locomotive of
retical full stroke, and hence the maxithe
simple type equipped with llfty-seven~
mum tractive effort at starting with lever
inch
drivers, contrasted with bo~ an alter,~
~
in the corner will not be much greater
nating-current
geared and a direct-current
~,
~l ~~
gearless
electric
locomotive designed for .
than eighty-eight per cent of the theo,~
'\
II
retical tractive effort available with gauge
the same tractive effort both maximum
l~ ... ~
pressure in the cylinders. An inspection
and running, but for a higher speed. The
•
\
~
of Fig. 1 shows that the steam locomotive
contrast
of these different speed character- ~ ~ '\
\
\
is limited as to maximum tractive effort
istics
bring9
out sharply the small speed
•
~
by its engine design, and limited as to
variation
with
different tractive efforts de..........
~
the speed at which this tractive effort is
livered by the electric locomotives, this
•
II
• It • " •
• II •
available by the capacity of the boiler to
small variation beinp; even more marked
supply steanl. Thus, assuming that the FIG. 2.-TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS 011' STEAM in the cue of the direct-current gearless
AND ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.
locomotive will give eighty-eight per cent
than in the case of the alternating-current
of its theoretical tractive effort when startgeared motor working at a lower iron
ing, it is capable of providing but eighty '\' i th electric locomotives showing 8S high saturation and thus affording a more slopper cent tractive effort at a speed of 10.6 3S thirty-five per cent coefficient of adhe- ing speed characteristic.
The steam locomotive chosen is typical
Iniles per hour (with the constants of the sion between driving wheels and rail. This
particular locomotive chosen for illustra- point is emphasized as with the greater of those in general use upon our mountaintion) at which the boiler is giving its full tractive effort of electric locomotives it grade divisions, the tonnage rating in oper-
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ation of this particular locomotive being
such 88 to call for a tractive effort of
25,600 pounds on average grade and
33,200 pounds on the maximum ruling
grade occurring on a certain engine division, thus leaving a margin of 6,300
pounds above the demands of maximum
tonnage on maximum ruling grade for
starting the train from rest.
\\'bat might be termed the "performance capacity" of a steam locomotive may
be worked out from the speed and tractive
effort characteristics given in Fig. 3, using
as a basis the 1,000 ton-miles trailing load
moved per hour on a level or any gradient
selected. The prevalence of 2.2 per cent
ruling grade on many of our western
roads perhaps jusifies the selection of that
figure for demonstration purposes; and
the coal consumed, crew wages, and maintenance charges, may all be worked out

limited extent, and such locomotives can
be built which are even more powerful
and opera.te at higher speed than can be
utilized at present.
For example, the simple consolidation
locomotive considered is capable of sustaining a tractive effort of 25,600 pounds
'~
at a maximum speed of 15.4 miles per
II
~
hour, and weighs 165 tons with tender,
•
r---- r--r-while a. single New York Central electric
locomotive of the 6,000 type is capable of
•
delivering the same tractive effort at apt
proximately thirty-seven miles per hour,
.•
.•
..
...
U
I..
...
I.'
..
and the weight is only 100 tons.
POUNOI 0' COM. , . .
rooT or MIA?.... IUI.fAce
The electric locomotive may be equipped
FIG. 4.-RATE OF EVAPORATION.
with motors of several different types each
which offers possibilities not equally en- having characteristics best qualifying it
joyed by the steam locomotive.
for certain classes of work. Fig. 6 and
This point is further illustrated by ref- Fig. 7 illustrate the usual speed, torque.
e~nce to the operating sheet of one of our . and efficiency curves of two typical motors,
greatest western roads using the simple the direct-current gearla..~ and the alterconsolidation locomotive previously de!
scribed.
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SPEED RELATIONS. ROAD "A," MOUNTAIN
DIVISION.
Up Grade. Down Gt'ade.
MIIM per

JIUlea per

Schedule speed. . . . . . . . . . .. 7.85
Average speed while running.12.1
Number stops per mile
0.177

12.5
20.0
0.149
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S.-STEAM AND ELECTRIC
CHARACTERISTICS.
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LOCOMOTIVE

from the basis of continuous operation per
1,000 fon-miles trailing load on 2.2 per
cent grade, these results being shown in
Fig. 5.
Certain assumptions are necessary and
are as follows:
Cost of coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. t8 per 2,000 Ibs.
Engineer, wages per hour
to.5O
Fireman, wages per hour. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.85
Conductor, wages per hour. .. .. .... .. . .. 0.40
Three brakemen, wages per hour......... 0.90
Total crew.. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2.15
Average mileage per loconlotive per year. 36,500.
Total maintenance, including round - house
oharges, tfj,OOO.
Maintenance per locomotive mile actually run,
18.7 cents.
General locomotive constants arc the same 88
previously .given.
l~onsidered broadly, the one expense in
train operation that i~ fundamental is
the cost of fuel, this f~ctor being influenced only by the economy of the fuelburning plant. Other expenses, such as
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FIG. 5.-PEllFOBJlANCB CAPACITY 8TEAM
LocOMOTIVE (SJKPLE) GRADE 2.2 PEa
CENT (Up).

as 6.7 miles per hour up grade. In
general it may be stated that the freight
movement over mountain divisions is effected at very low schedule speeds, and
the cause is evident from an inspection of
the steam locomotive characteristic. Except for the fact that curves are usually
of shorter radius on heavy grades than on
levels, there is no reason for the slower
speed of trains, provided a type of motive
power is available that is capable of supplying great draw-bar pulls at high speeds.
It is just this characteristic which the electric locomotive possesses to an almost un-
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The average schedule speed of a number
of trains, including all layovers due to
the despatcher or failure of motive power,
8S obtaining on another mountain division
of a different road, showed values as low
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locomotive maintenance, crew wages, etc.,
are affected entirely by the method of
operation, and no radical departure from
present methods is to be looked for until
the coming of a type of motive power
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6.-DIRECT-CURBENT GEABLE88 MOTOR
CSABACTBRI8TIC8 J IJ200 VOLT@.

nating-current single-phase geared type.
The type of motor to be adopted is a matter requiring full local knowledge of the
conditions obtaining in each individual
instance before a proper selection can be
made.
As the direct-current gearless motor can
be built in the largest sizes, is the best
understood, and is in successful operation
upon a very important division of one of
the largest steam roads, it is here chosen
as th~ equipment of a typical electric locomotive.
The large output, 840 horse-power for
one hour and 4·00 horse-power continuous,
shown in Fig. 5, illustrates what can be
accomplished with this type of motor.
The output of the complete locomotive is
dependent upon the number of mot{)rg
permitted with the construction adopted.
Thus, such a four-motor equipment is
capable of delivering a tractive effort of
56,800 pounds at a speed of twenty-three
miles per hou'r approximate (depending
upon the voltage) while the efficiency of
conversion at this output would be eighty-
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seven per cent, rising to a maximum of
ninety-three per cent at higher speeds and
lower tractive effort. Another form of
construction, say one similar to that employed in the largest Mallet compound,
would permit the use of two four-axle
articulated trucks, providing an equipment of ei~ht motors and an output of
113,600 pounds at a speed of twenty-three
miles per hour.
Returning to the direct comparison of
the simple consolidation and electric locomotive, Fig. 3, was plotted on the basis of
a speed of thirty miles per hour for the
electric and 15.4 miles per hour for the
steam locomotive, giving in each instance
a tractive effort of 25,600 pounds at the

kilowatt-hour is based upon UBing th~ same
price and quality of coal. As it is further
assumed that an entire engine division of
say 150 miles is to be electrified, it gives

mente Overcoming train friction and
raising a train up-grade against gravity
represents useful work performed, and
this work is accomplished at an expenditure of approximately four pounds of coal
per horse-power-hour at the drivers with
simple engines and 2.66 pounds of coal
per horse-power-hour at the drivers with
electric locomotives, including all intervening losses between rail and generating
station bus-bar. The speed at which this
work is performed, therefore, does not affect the cost of fuel or power, it being asBUlned that the motive power for the various speeds is so proportioned as to operate
at the point of greatest economy.
It is evident that the cost of fuel or
power, being fundamental, constitutes a
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FlO. 7.-ALTEllNATINO-CURRENT SINGLE-PHASB
MOTOR
UHARAc'rERI8TIC8,
TWENTy.FIVE
CYCLES, 875 VOLTS.

rim of the drivers. Though the electric
locomotive could very readily be designed
to give the same tractive effort at a higher
~peed, thirty miles per hour was assumed
as the highest speed permissible due to the
alignment of the track on heavy grades.
To plot a performance capacity curve
for the electric locomotive, certain further
assumptions are necessary.
TYPE
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OF

EQUIPMENT, DIRECT-CURRENT
GEARLESS MOTORS.
Weight of total locomotivc
125 tons

Wei~ht on drivers
100 tons
Engineer, wages per hour. . . . . . . . . . . .. to.5O
Conductor, wages per hour.. . . . . . . . . . .
0.40
Three brakenlcn, wages per hour. . . . . .
0.00
Total wages of crew.
.
1.80
Efficicncy of transluission rail to bus-bar, seventy
per cent.
Maintenance of locomotive, five cents per mile
run.

rfhe train crew is so divided as to permit the location of a brakeman in the
engineer's operating cab.
The cost of electrical power must in this
instance be most arbitrarily assumed, owing to the widely different cost of coal,
possibility of water power, etc., obtaining
in different localities. As .the cost of coal
for steam locomotives will also vary greatly as to price and quality, it has been assumed at $3 per 2,000 pounds, and a cost
for electric power of one-half cent per

promise of a twenty-four-hour load-factor
\'
I
of fifty per cent and this figure has been
.nAII
\\\
taken. Approximating the first cost of lit
!
~"\'~
I
installation of the generating station at
•
\i~
$100 per kilowatt, and allowing ten per ; -0;'
~ ~
I
~,I
\
"
cent per year for interest and other fixed
•
"- ~:f::~~""'ii: ~
charges, the cost of power is brought up I to
.... ~ ~'" ........
to possibly $0.0075 per kilowatt-hour at
•
....... ~
the station bus-bar. Other conditions ob•....
taining will in a given instance modify
MillO
''''''', 13:~1 I',:, ::=.. ..:1i •
the figures arrived at, but for purposes of
\
lLlCUhC
\
demoDstration $0.0075 is a conservative
00
!
to
estimate, and such a figure is needed to
~'"
110
"t"-I.l
compare the cost of power with the fuel
\
'
1
\
to
item in steam-locomotive performance.
i
~
,.
The effect of increased speed on cost I
~
Ii
•
of operation is clearly shown by compar- r .,
~ ......... fh.I
~,I
•.t
ing the performance capacity curves of the
-r-t~ fL
rrsteam and electric locomotives, Figs. 5
ItOUO _ •II
0
10M
ThCTlY1 "'ClRT IN POuMDi
and 9.
10. - TRACTIVE EFFORT IN POUNDS.
It will be observed that the reduction in FIG.
SRRVICS CAPA.CITY STEAK AND ELECTRIC
LocOKOTIV&8 AVERAGB 01' Up AND DOWN
the operating expenses is effected in the
2.2 PER CENT GRADE.
two items of crew wages and maintenance
of locomotives, and that the cost of fuel fixed item in the total cost of operation,
while the other two items, crew wages and
maintenance expenses, will be determined
solely
by the method of operation and the
"~
~
excellence
of motive power used. We have
~~
-6....
become so accustomed to consider that
~
~
""""l~
~
fuel, Crew wages, and engine maintenance
•
each constitute approximately ten per cent
of the total cost of operating a railway
that we rather lose sight of the fact that
I~
•
two of these items are theoretically needII
~ ~~
•
less expense and subject to considerable
r
.....
IMlIt
............
,rrc.T ..
modification in practice with the adoption
FIG. 9.-PSRFORlilANCE CAPACITY ELBCTRIC
of another type of motive power possessLocOMOTIVE (DIRECT-CURRENT GEARLE88)
ing characteristics which will permit makGRADE 2.2 PER CBNT (Up).
ing radical changes in operating methods.
While the figures shown in Figs. 5 and
remains practically unchange.d. This is
as it should be, as the cost of fuel in the 9 indicate a certain relation among the
case of steam locomotives or power with three items of fuel, crew, and maintenance
electric locomotives is the only funda- expense, this is not the true relation obmentally necessary expense in train move- taining in practical operation, for the rea-
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son that the values given in the curves taken upon the engine in question at all
assume continuous operation up-grade un- cut-offs up to ninety per cent showed that
der the conditions outlined.
Unfor- the greatest steam consumption did not
funately, train crews must be paid full exceed thirty-two pounds per indicated
I value per mile whether the mile be uphorse-power-hour, or 35.5 pounds per
grade or down, and with steam locomo- brake-horse-power-hour, allowing ten per
tives there is also a considerable loss in cent internal engine friction. Values as
fuel resulting from engines standing or low as twenty-three pounds of steam per
running light which must be also taken indicated horse-power-hour or 25.5 pounds
into aC"count; hence it becomes necessary per brake-horse-power-hour were reco~ded
to modify the figures anived at, and for for the average cut-off of forty to fifty
this purpose certain references must be per cent used throughout the run. A
made to current railroad practice on third and fourth series of tests conducted
mountain-grade divisions in order to ar- up the same grade gave similar results,
rive at the proper tonnage relations, sched- . excep~ that the values were slightly higher
ule, speeds, etc., obtaining in up-grade than those quoted, showing that there was
and down-grade operation.
.
a considerable los8 of water unaccounted
Previous figures have been given show- for by indicator cards and useful work
ing that the schedule speed on several performed.
mountain divisions is approximately fifty
Operating down-grade, it was necessary
per cent of the average running speed to accomplish 1,110 horse-power-hours on
and this figure is assumed in the follow- account' of the somewhat broken proflle,
ing statement of cost of operating 1,000 and again the water consumption showed
ton-miles with steam locomotives, averaging the cost of up-grade and down-grade
I
running. Owing to the higher schedule
V
V
J
speed of electrically operated trains, reV
V
sulting in fewer meeting points with the
V
17
..
same tonnage handled, and due to the abV
I
I
sence of forced stops to take on fuel and
~v
V
c;!?'
water, etc., if is assumed that with electric
l7
I
7 ~
motive power the schedule speed may be
I
V
/
sixty per cent of the running speed.
i
/
."v
II
'With the electric locomotive standing,
/ /v
or coasting down-grade, there is no de/
--'v
• v c;;7
mand whatever made upon the generating
•
station, and hence the only expense carried through these period9 is that for
,.0
I.e;
I
VI
train crew and a certain amount for mainFIG. 11.-SERVICE CAPACITY OF STEAM AND
tenance. On the other hand, with the
ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVES
AVERAGE
BOTH
DIRECTIONS AND ANY GRADIENT.
sfeam locomotive there is a considerable
amount of fuel burned and water wasted on two trips 57.7 pounds of steam per
when standing at sidings and when coast- brake-horse-power-hour, and on two subing. In the case of mountain railroad- sequent tripe 66.5 pounds, values entirely
ing, with its frequent and prolonged de- unaccountable on the basis of useful work
lays, this waste may reach considerable performed.
proportions.
During all tests the usual service delays
The following results of a carefully con- occurred, and &8. the traffic on the road
ducted series of tests will illustrate this in question was very much congested,
point. Two test locomotives and trains these delays constituted a considerable
were operated over a mountain division proportion of the total elapsed time. In
under regular service conditions-steam fact, during the runs up-grade the trains
and fuel consumption, duration of delays, were in motion but sixty-six per cent of
etc., being carefully noted. The total work the total elapsed time, and down-grade
expended up-grade was 5,700 horse-power- the trains were in motion from fifty-two
hours af the rim of the drivers including per cent down to forty per cent of the toallowance for 1.54 per cent average grade tal elapsed time. As these delays were
and seven pounds per ton track and curve frequent and undetermined, it was necfriction. The total water evaporated on e88&ry fu maintain full steam pressure
the trip divided by the total horse-power- while waiting for the momentarily exhours gave a steam consumption of thirty- pected release from the block, hence the
six pounds per brake-horse-power-hour at waste of fuel and water was considerable.
the rim of the drivers. Indicator cards A veraging this waste at 400 pounds per
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hour; at which low rate of consumption
the water evaporation would approximate
ten pounds of water per pound of ooal
burned, or 4,000 pounds of water evaporated per hour, and reducing the total
water consumption measured by the waste
losses thus _obtained, the steam consumption in eight different tests up and down
grade ranged 34.7 pounds, 32.4 pounds,
28.1 pounds and 25.3 pounds, etc., water
per brake-horse-power-hour. These values
are fairly commensurate with results of
indicator cards taken, and, with the type
of engine used and under the operating
conditions obtaining, an :allowance of 400
pounds of coal stand-by losses per idle
locomotive-hour seemed not too great a
value to allow, and this figure has been
taken in subsequent calculations.
Locomotive perfonnance capacity curves
may therefore be plotted which will show
approximately the true relation between .
the several items of fuel, crew wages, and
motive power maintenance, by adhering to .
the following assumptions:
Ratio echedule to runnlnJt speed up~e, steam locomotive
M per cent
Ratio schedule to running speed up~rade, electric locomotive. . . . . . . . .. 00 ~r cent
Schedule speed down-trrade, stf'am.. 1& miles per hour
Schedule speed down-grade, electric. 18 miles per hour
Cost of coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . .. sa J)6r 2,000 1l»8.
Cost of electric power. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0075 per lnJ-br.
Eftlciency of distribution. . . . . . . . . . . .. '2'0 per cent
Crew waRes per hour, steam. . •. . •. .. 12.15
Crew wages per hour, electric.. . . . . . . 1.80
Maintenance locomotlvt-, ste&1D...... 0.187 per mUe
Maintenance locomotive, electric. . . . 0.00 per mile
Fuel waste per Idle hour, steam
400 Ib8.

An inspection of the performance
curves shows that in practical operation
the fuel expense approaches more nearly
to the value of the other items considered,
instead of being greatly in excess of them
as indicated in the theoretical performance curves, Figs. 5 and 9, showing
up-grade operation only. For operation
on lesser grades than 2.2 per cent, all
items are reduced and the total and subdivided comparative costs are given in the
following table and in Fig. 11.
COMPARATIVE OPERATING EXPENSES PEB
1,000 TON-MILES STEAM: (SIMPLE) AND
ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.
AVERAGE OF 'UP-GRADE A!\~ DOWN-GR.\DE
OPERATION.

Steam
Grade
Jpercent
Coal.
15.0 cent.s
Crew
18.5 cent8
Maintenance .10.5 cents

Locomotives.
1percent 11 J)f'rcent
26.5 Ct"nts 38.0 centM
24.0 cents 86.0 cents
17.R cents 26.0 centa

lpercent
M.O cents
00.0 centa
36.0 cent.

Total ..... 89.0 cents 6'1.8 cents 100.0 cents 189.0 cents
Electric LocomotlYe&.
Grade ...•.... ~ per cent 1 per cent per cent 2per cent
Power
00.0 cents ~.5 centR M.5 cents 66.0 ~nt8
Crew
7.2 cents 12.~ ceot8 IR.O cents 1e.0 cents
Maintenance. 8.6 cents e.2 ctlnts 9.0 cents 11.9 cents

1.

Total ..... 80.8 cents
Saving Effected
Grade ........• percent
8.2 cents

58.9 cenUJ 77.5 cents 101.9 oents

by Electric Operation.

1percent 11 percent 2perceat
13-... cents 22.5 centa 87.1 eenta

So far, the matter has been viewed from
the standpoint of comparative operating
expenses for a given tonnage moved.
There is another argument for electrifi-
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cation which may in certain instances be
of a much more controlling nature. Most
of our mountain roads are single track
and transcontinental tonnage has so increased as seriously to congest these Dlountain divisions. 'rhe heavy trains of the
plains, weighing 2,000 to 3,000 tons, must
be split up into units of about 1,000 tons
in order that the present steam engines,
operating double and even triple, may
haul them over the heaviest grades. The
slow speed obtainable makes the number
of trains on a mountain division large,
the meeting points frequent, and henee,
however good the despatching system enlployed, there will of necessity be a considerable amount of lost time introduced.
Add to this the failures of lnotive power
being worked to its limit, and there is
reason for the claim that the tonnage
capacity of the division \vill be greatly increased by the in.troduction of electrically
hauled trains.
rfhe discussion \\·as opened by the reading of a comlnuniration fronl William J.
\Vilgus, fornlerly chief engineer of the
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad OJmpany. Mr. Wilgus congratulated Mr. Arlllstrong upon his able prespntation and ~ndor~d his view with regard
to the matter of capacity being the basis
upon which the solution of the ele(ltrification of lnain lines rested. ~1r. \Vilgus
presented some very interesting figures
which had been secured in the practical
working of the electrification of the New
York Central & Hudson R,i\~l'r Railroad
Company's systcln. rrhe results are even
lllore gratifying than \\~ere (lxpected. Be('ause of the IO"'cr cost of lnaintenanee of
electrical equipmpnt and the less idle tilne
in shops, the greater cost of interest
charges and depreciation is not only neutralized, but a net saving in repairs and
interest eharges over steam eqUipment of
nineteen per cent is effected. Electric
locomotive insp(lction and light repairs, as
compared with coaling, watering, drawing
fires, etc., of steam locomotives shows a
saving in tinle in favor of the electric
system of over four hours per day, equal
to eighteen per cent. The electric locomotive, while busy, is a much more
nimble and efficient machine than the
steam locomotive, showing an increase in
daily ton-mileage of twenty-five per cent.
While not so important in freight service,
the <luestion of locomotive weight is a
large 'factor in Ii comparison of the relative
economies of handling passenger traffic by
steam and electricity. For instance, in
switching service at the Grand Central
tenninal, sixty-five per cent of the total

stealll ton-Illilen.g-e is due to locomotive or ti ve effort per axlp. 'I'h is will Dlean
dead \\·(.'ight, while the electric 10COllloti vc ~),OOO pounds dra,vbar pull per driving
percentage is but fifty-four per cent, a axle. \\"ith a sh·aJl1 10(:oJllotive 9,000
saving for the latter of eleven per cent. pounus drawbar pull can be given in conIn the regular schedule service the steam tinuous service, but. it can not be secured
loconlotive shows fifty-one per cent dead in continuous servieo ,vith an electric
ton-Jnileage, as against thirty-five for the 10CODlotive. Ther~ is not room enough to
electric cfluipment, a saving for the latter ~ecure anything like 9,000 pounds conof sixteen per cent. When we realize that t.inuous tractive effort; t.herefore the
this saving has a direct proportionate steam locomotive, on that basis, has a
effect on the coat of fuel and current, and higher capacity than the electric locomoan indirect effect on "rages and fixed tive. But the capacity of the electric
locolnotive will be determined by its
charge~, its importance .is manifest. The
speed advantage of elect.ric over steam average perforn1811re. If the grade is a
locomotivCB in mountain grade operation . brok(ln gradr, a machine will have to be
is strikingly apparent in the New York used so that the heating will not be exCentral installation, where the increase in e(lssive in the average performance, and
coal consumption for car-ton-mileage in therefore a motor can be secured whieh
high-speed steam service, 8S compared \\rill give an average of 5,000 or 6,000
with slo\v-specd service, is shown to be 165 pounds per driving axle. This same lnaper (lpnt; whereas, unc]pr pxaetly the salne ehine, on the ruling grades, will flasily
conditions, the inerpa8('c1 ('()nslllnption of take 10,000 pounds before slipping the
current for electrical equipnlent is but \vhepls: or possibly 1r>,000 pounds. Froln
cightc~en per ("pnt, a ditfprf'ncc in favor
that point of view the consideration of the
of elect.rical operation of 147 per cent. ruling. grade is 'elilninated in determining
The net result of all of the crononlical the size of motor. i\.n electric motor is
advantages of electric operation over ehosen or designed to have suffieient
stealn for the conditions exi8t ing on the capacity to give average service. With a
Ne\v York Central, including all elements steanl locomotive a n18chine - must he
of rost of additionl!-l plant, sho\\'s a saving chosen to give maxilnulu service. This
in SUJlllllPr llionths of from twelve per is t.he fundamental difference in the nlPthcent to t\venty-seven per cent, depending 0«1 of rating. The lfallct cOlnpound 8teanl
upon the ehnract.er of serviec. i\ larger 10(lomot.ive of the six-axle type, \\riOl
stun luny be expertetl undpr w'inter condi- which Dr. IIutehinson happens to be
tions.
fanliliar, can not do better in every-day
!)r. Cary T. Hutchinson was called ~erviee than pull ROO fons or less up a
upon, and he a.lso eOluplinlented ~Ir. 2.2 per cent grade at a sppc(l of 8.5 Inilc~
...o\rln~trong for his cl(lur out] ine of the per hour. 'rhis is equal to about 1,200
h~rse-po,ver at the driving' ,,·heel. '1'hi:-;
rela~ive eapacities of steanl and eleetric
loeolllotives. Eleetrifiration has alw'ays loeomotive 'rill "'pigh, ,vith the ten(ler,
bepn unuertaken on account of SOllle spe- 2110 tons. l\n eleetric locoll1otive \veighcial problelll, and the elempnt oi econonlirs ing 100 tons will haul this same 800 tons
has not largely entpred into the calcula- up the saIne grade at.· a speed of fifteen
tiODS. He did not think that we have miles per hour instead of 8.5 Juiles, nnd
reached a point ,vhere we cnn dptcrlnine ,,,,ill develop approxilnately 1,800 to 1,!)OO
the mat.ter fronl its economic aspect, as horse-power instead of 1,200. It will not
the data are too uncertain. ...1\11 data bear- do it for six or eight hours, but it ,vill
ing on tills subject are liable to severe do it long enough to get up a grade of
cri ticism at present, no matter how con- fifteen or twenty miles. That gives a
servative they may seem to be.
horse-power output per ton for the steanl
Dr. Hutchinson looked at the matter of locomotive of the six-axle type of only
comparative capacities of steanl and elec- 4.8, and the electric locomotive of 18.6
tric locomotives froln a somewhat differ- -nearly four times as great, a specific
ent point of view from Mr. Armstrong. output for the elertric locomotive as for
\V ith a steam loconlotive there is a limit the steam locomotive.
Another point'
generally of a certain ,veight on the driv- with regard to the electric locomotive, due
ing axle. For the purpose of conlparison, to the lesser weight, is the saving of dead
50,000 pounds might be taken. It is not haulage. There is 150 tons difference in
safe to build a loconlotive ,vith more than the two machines \vorking under the same
50,000 pounds on one axle. The coeffi- conditions, and taking a mileage of 100
cient of traction will not be over twenty- luiles a day, there is 1,500 ton-miles a
five per cent, say, 11,000 pounds trac- day, worth $30 a day, or $10,000 a year
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diffarence ,in the actual cost in the dead
haulage of the two machines.
N. W. Storer endorsed ~Ir. Armstrong's
conclusion that the keynote of the whole
subject of elect'rification of steam railways lies in the ca.pacity. The greater
loads per 'train crew that can be hauled;
the greater speeds, both on level tracks
and on grades; the greater safety on
grades, all tend toward greater capacity,
and that is what is going to force the
electrification of a considerable number
of roads in this country. With regard
to the different types of locomotives, Mr.
Storer said that the direct-current locomotive is able to control the train on the
down grade at almost any speed that it
is desirable to operate at, by the use of
resistances for absorbing the regenerative
power. The three-phase, alternating-current locomotive will control the train at
speeds above synchronism by abwrbing
the excess power in resistance and the
single-phase locomotive will control the
train' at almost any speed at which it is
desired to .control it and restore energy
to the line efficiently at all speeds. He
said that the single-phase locomotive
would have a higher tractive effort at
higher speeds proportionally than the direct-current" locomotive. . He exhibited a
curve which' showed an efficiency with an
alterIiating~current motor without gears
of about nin~ty':'one per cent. With a reasonable allowance for gear losses, this
should be at least eighty-six per cent. This
was with a fifteen-cycle motor.
w. S. Murray, electrical engineer of
the New Y-ork, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad Company, presented some very
interesting figures which had been secured through a series of elaborate tests
on the New York division, between New
Haven and Woodlawn. The following
tabulation shows the saving of fuel which
will be effected when all freight and
passenger trains now operated by steam
receive their drawbar by the electric
method of propulsion:
T

57,594~' pounds' 'of .. water, giving' 'an
average of t,venty-eight pounds of water
per indicated-horse-power.
On local
trains this figure is slightly increased, the
evaporation being 42,987 pounds of water
for 1,435 horse-power"hours, making the
rate thirty pounds of water per indicatedhorse-power-hour.
rfhese figures were
mentioned in comparison with the turbine guarantees of twenty pounds of
water, including auxiliaries, per kilowatthour at the switchboard, which, reduced
to a horse-power basis, would be fift'een
pounds of water as measured at the
switchboard. The average figures which
he has been able to secure on electric engine repairs per locomotive-mile are about
two cents. Increasing this figure twentyfive per cent for safety, and assuming fhe
same number of electric engines replacing
steam locomotives, .the total would be
$120,924 per annum, showing a saving
over steam locomotives of $196,038. 'I'he
net saving on fuel and locomotive repairs
in favor of electrification gives a round
sum· of $562,470 per annum.
William McClellan called attention to
the, necessity of the electrical engineer's
being prepared to show to the steam railroad operator where actual economics
could be secured through the electrification of the system. In every case there
should be 8·n absolute justification for the
change. The electrical engineer is not
in a very good position to prove that. electrification will be successful from an
economic standpoint, and it is fortunate
indeed that figures have. been secured
from ~Ir. \:Vilgus and ~Ir. Murray.
C. F. de Muralt mentioned a system
which his office had recently had occasion to work out a problem for, involving
a road of something like eighty miles of
double track which was actually at the end
of its capacity to handle traffic so far as
steam locomotives ,,"ere concerned. The
investment for additional tracks would
have been sonlething like $15,000,000.
Electrification~ with complete new power-
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With regard to the drawbar which can
be developed by the electric method of
traction for coal burned under the boilers
of a stationary plant, as compared with
the coal burned in the fire boxes of locomotives, his observations showed that in
express work 2,055 indicated-horse-powerhours are developed in the evaporation of
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28.600
139,010

'1~3.8aO

186.560
563,530

~8\J,6:l0

85.800
417,030

'94,~10

100,760
146,500
$341,470

stations and new distributing system,
with new locomotives, would cost something in the neighborhood of $3,000,000.
By the handling of the present traffic by
electricity there ,vouId have been a saving of something like $200,000, while
with the electric equipment pushed to its
limi t, the traffic increase would have been

something like for~t.y to fiftyl. ,per, ,,~(m~
over the present' traffic capacity.
;~
The paper was also discussed by W. N.
Smith and B. F. Wood.
Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz called attention to the characteristics of the steam
loeonl0tive and the electric motor. One
characteristic of the steam locomotive is
that it is essentially a constant-power motor. The steanl loconl0tive can give approximately the same power whether running at high or low speed. The drawbar
pull does not tell the whole story. The
limit is the steaming capacity of the
boiler. The faster you move, the oftener
the cylinders are filled; but the capacity
of the boiler to produce steam must not
be exceeded. If this is done a lower
drawbar pull is secured. With the electric motor the limitation essentially consists in constant loss of po","'er. The
limit of the electric locomotive is that
it can lose only so much power in the
motor, in the general average, to be within ·sufficient heating' limits. Since efficiency rapidly increases '\\tith the speed,
it means that more power can be got out
of it at higher speeds up to a certain
limit; therefore the electric locomotive is
betfer at the higher speeds than is the
steam locomotive. You have to take advantage of this feature if you desire to
get the best results.
Mr. Armstrong closed the discussion
and announced his pleasure at finding
that the figures which he had, of necessity, been obliged to assume, had been
checked up, to a considerable degree, by
the figures presented by llr. Wilgus and
Mr. Murray in actual operation.
With regard to the conclusion arrived
at by Dr. Hutchinson, that the total drawbar pull or tractive effort could not be
sustained by an electric locomotive, he
pointed out that it: was rarely possible to
have any gradient of road so constructed
as to use the full tractive effort of the
locomotive indefinitely. Except in one
case, on the Sacramenfo division of the
SOuthern Pacific, which has a 1.54 per
cent grade for eighty-three miles, rising
7;000 feet in that distance, there was no
continuous grade of more th·an twentyfive to forty miles that he knew of. On
the Sacramento division it is expected
that an electric locomotive operating over
that section would make the run in something less than four hours, so that the
continuous capacity of the locomotive is
not of permanent importance. But the
capacity of the locomotive must be designed for the actual road over which it
operates, and it will be found that, inI
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chiding' ''delaJs; and 81180 taking account
of the limited extent of the maximum
gradient, it is impossible to use much
more than an average of fifty or sixty
per cent of the maximum tractive effort,
so that, with 10,000 pounds maximum
and sixty per cent as a continuous output,
the 6,000 pounds given by Dr. Hutchinson is arrived at, and it is found that the
electric locomotive, instead of being
handicapped in its average' performance,
corresponds closely to the service requirements of any type of motive power.
The meeting was then adjourned.
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ELECI'IlICITY APPUED TO STAG.
UGIITING.
BY JNO. H. KLIEGL.
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main board) , which, has the awireh
mountings and dimmer controlling devices, while the rear board holds the
switches, fuses and bus-bars. This device
takes more room for the depth of the
board, but at the same time allows the
space in front. No railing is required in
. front of the board.
One of the latest and most modem electric stage ~nstallations is found in the
Metropolitan Opera House, New York
city. This is well shown in Fig. 1. Upon
the stage of this theatre, no matter how
elaborate or varied the scenery, any play
may be produced without the slightest-alterations or the necessity for new installation. The equipment is s.uch that any
scenic or light effect may be obtained.
Underneath the stage floor in front
near the centre is located the main
switchboard (Fig. 2). By placing the

The extent to which electricity is
used and applied for stage illumination
purposes has greatly developed in recent
years. In order to economize space, the
stage electrical instruments and appliances have to be constructed so as to occupy as little room as possible. Architects
and stage designers seldom make allowances for sufficient room for the electrical end of the stage cquipments.
Therefore the hardest problem to solve for
the practical stage electrician is to conBOOK REVIEW.
dense every piece of apparatus designed
Alternating-Current Motors." A. S. Mcfor
stage use into the smallest space posAllister. Second edition, enlarged and resible,
and at the same time make them
vised. New York. McGraw Publishing Comand durable enough to give the
strong
pany. Cloth. 304 pages, 131 Illustrations.'
6 by 9 inches. Furnished by the ELECTRICAL
best results and to pass all inspection.
REVIEW for $3.
All stage and auditorium lights in a
The first edition of this work has met
with such success th~t a second edition
has been necessary within a year. The
author assumes the reader to possess a
fair general knowledge of electrolnagnetic
phenomena and upon that assumption
works out in a very clear and understandable manner the characteristics of all
forms of alternatin~-current motors. The
treatnlent in most cases is both graphical
and algebraical without cOInplex quant.ities.
In preparing the second edition, changes
have' been made in a nunlhcr of places
and additional matter has been inserted
in other places, making the treat~ent
somewhat clearer. The following are SOllIe
FIG. 1.-THE STAGE ott· THE }!ETROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE, ~EW YORK CITY.
of the most important changes. To Chapter IV,. on "Induction Motors as Fre- theatre are controlled from one central switchboard below the stage floor, several
quency Changers," a discussion of the point-the switchboard. Only by having advantages are obtained. It is out of the
motor-converter has been added. After the control concentrated can the proper way, safe from all interference by irrethe theory of the motor-converter has been changes be obtained which add so much sponsible persons, and no flashes of light
worked out, the principles involved in its to the success of a play. A theatre can be seen by the audience or performer
excitation are,' in a very logical manner, switchboard has more current-supplying when switches are operated.
shown to apply to the secondary excita- switches in the smallest space than any
The wires and cables occupy a minimum
tion of the Heyland nlotor. In Chapter of the large power plant switchboards, of space above the stage floor. It enables
IX, on "lfagnetic Field in Induction Mo- and the arrangement of the switches must the operator of the switchboard to have
tors," the treatment of the revolving field be 80 simplified that they can be within control of all the master switches and
of single-phase induction motors has been easy reach of the operator. At the same master wheel for dimmer shafh; at the
made considerably clearer. A supplement time the small switches used for stage
same time, and the operator has the great
has been added to the chapter on "Syn- purposes should have twice the amount of
advantage of overlooking the stage, havchronous Motors and Converters," giving current-carrying capacity, so as to make
ing a view of all the lights under his concircular current loci and V-curves of the them extra strong, to withstand the rough
synchronous motors. These diagrams are usage a switch will invariably receive trol. This is most important when
manipulated light changes are desired.
novel and are of material aid in under- during a performance.
standing the synchronous motor. An apLately switchboards have been designed Through an opening in the stage floor the
pendix on leakage reactance of induction by the Universal Electric Stage Lighting operator watches the progress of the play
motors has also been added. With these Company which have no live terminals and is therefore prepared to make the
revisions, the second edition is quite an on the face of the board. This actually proper light changes at the right moimprovement over the first.
means two boards, one in front ( the ment. The operator's head is shielded
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